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Making Pearl Harbor Personal
An exhibition at the Museum of World War II commemorates the 75th
anniversary of the attack and humanizes a larger-than-life historic event.
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The Museum of World War II, a hidden gem in this leafy suburb outside Boston, has a new
temporary exhibit through Jan. 7, 2017, commemorating the 75th anniversary of the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor. It features 100 of the museum’s best pieces on the subject, displayed in
five large cases with the themes “Before the Attack,” “The Attack,” “The Response,”
“Internment,” and “Remember Pearl Harbor.” Using maps, postcards, magazine photos, diaries,
letters and a few traditional artifacts, the exhibit manages to take this larger-than-life historic
event and both humanize and personalize it for visitors.
In “Before the Attack,” we see pieces related to Japan’s 1930s conquest of Asia, including a
Japanese magazine photo of an Imperial Army column snaking along the Great Wall of China. In
the foreground is a group of a dozen or so Japanese soldiers huddled around the rising-sun flag.

A nearby panel explains that while these conquests were an affront to the League of Nations and
much of the world, “Japanese magazines…celebrated each one.” There are also family
scrapbooks with candid photos of Japanese sons, husbands and uncles on duty in far-off outposts,
as well as Japanese Navy pre-invasion maps of the Hawaiian Islands.
One of the more interesting items is a 1937 report from London insurer Ellis & Buckle, which
matter-of-factly details the human and physical toll on Shanghai from the Japanese invasion and
occupation.
On the American side, a collection of buttons—“Help Keep U.S. Out of War” and “Stay
Neutral”—reflects the strong isolationist sentiment in the country before the Japanese sneak
attack. But perhaps the most interesting pre-attack piece of memorabilia is a menu from the
Thanksgiving 1941 luau aboard the USS Oklahoma. In the next display case, “The Attack,”
visitors see a photo of the Oklahoma capsized and aflame in Pearl Harbor, driving home the
point that about two weeks after the shipboard party, many of those same men were dead.
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And while the show includes a pair of binoculars from the bridge of the USS Arizona and some
Japanese pilot’s goggles and plane wreckage, most of the artifacts focused on the attack are,

again, things everyday Americans would have seen that day or shortly after. Newspaper front
pages—both the early and late editions of the Honolulu paper—are on display, as well as the first
official Navy photograph, dated Dec. 16, 1941, of a Japanese midget sub that was sunk off the
coast of Oahu and later washed ashore. There’s the radio message reading “AIRRAID ON
PEARL HARBOR X THIS IS NO DRILL,” as well as the Dow Jones Newswires transcript of
FDR ’s Dec. 8 address to Congress asking it to declare war on Japan.
As for personal correspondence, the diary of Gen. Douglas MacArthur ’s public-relations aide in
the Philippines, LeGrande Diller, opens “Dec 8th WAR!” And a typed, two-page letter on West
Point stationery from Cadet John Eisenhower to his mother and father, the future president and
first lady, says “The Corps of Cadets took the shocking news this afternoon very much as a
matter of course.”
Of course, the Americans and Japanese responded very differently to the attacks. The Japanese
issued sets of commemorative postcards and stamps celebrating the event; the government also
commissioned lithographs, shown here, of the Japanese dive bombers taking off from carriers, en
route to Pearl Harbor.
The Americans not only mobilized for war against the Japanese Army and Navy, but, sadly,
against Japanese-Americans. On view is the Missouri Pacific Railroad Company order directing
conductors to detain and remove any Japanese and turn them over to “local authorities.” A
Justice Department “Notice to Aliens of Enemy Nationalities” is written in English, German,
Italian and Japanese.
The most moving story—told through letters, postcards and photos—is that of Tom Kasai, a Los
Angeles-born Japanese-American whose parents and wife were interned in Poston, Ariz., while
he served in the Army in Europe. In addition to his uniform, Purple Heart, Red Cross tickets and
the like, we see the telegram sent to his wife in Poston telling her that he’d been wounded in
France. A plaque nearby explains that most of the Nisei—American-born children of parents
who were immigrant from Japan—were released after the war with nothing more than “$25 and
a train ticket back to their pre-war address.”
In short, it’s an expertly curated exhibit, culled from the museum’s roughly half-million objects,
that gives a unique and worthwhile view into this extraordinary event.
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